Understanding how protein folds into a functional and structural configuration is arguably one of the most important and challenging problems in computational biology. Currently, the protein folding mechanism is often characterized by calculating the free energy landscape versus the reaction coordinates such as the fraction of native contacts, the radius of gyration, the principal components and so on. In this paper, we present a combinatorial algorithmic approach towards understanding the global state changes of the configurations. The approach is based on cluster computation, each cluster being defined by a pattern of a combination of various reaction coordinates. We present an algorithm of time complexity O((N + nm) log n) where N is the size of the output and n × m is the size of the input. To date, this is the best time complexity for the problem. We next demonstrate that this approach extracts crucial information about protein folding intermediate states and mechanism. (1) The method recovers states previously obtained by visually analyzing free energy contour maps. (2) It also succeeds in extracting meaningful patterns and structures that had been overlooked in previous works, which provide a better understanding of the folding mechanism (of a β-hairpin protein). These new patterns also interconnect various states in existing free energy contour maps versus different reaction coordinates. (3) The approach does not require the free energy values, yet it offers analysis comparable and sometimes better than the methods that use free energy landscapes, thus validating the choice of reaction coordinates.
Introduction
Understanding protein folding is one of the most challenging problems in molecular biology [1] . The interest is not just in obtaining the final fold (generally referred to as structure prediction) but also understanding the folding mechanism and folding kinetics involved in the actual folding process. Many native proteins fold into unique globular structures on a very short time scale. The so-called fast folders can fold into the functional structure from random coil in microseconds to milliseconds. Recent advances in experimental techniques that probe proteins at different stages during the folding process have shed light on the nature of the folding kinetics and thermodynamics [2, 3] . However, due to experimental limitations, detailed protein folding pathways remain unknown. Computer simulations performed at various levels of complexity, can be used to supplement experiment and fill in some of the gaps in our knowledge about folding mechanisms. Meanwhile, effective analyses of the trajectory data from the protein folding simulations, either by molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo, remains yet another challenge due to the large number of degrees of freedom and the huge amount of trajectory data. Currently, the protein folding mechanism is often characterized by calculating the free energy landscape versus the so-called reaction coordinates [4, 5] . We and others have used various reaction coordinates [4, 5] . Searching for better reaction coordinates is still of great interest in protein folding mechanism studies. These analyses have provided important information for a better understanding of protein folding. However, it often requires a priori knowledge about the system under study and the free energy contour maps usually result in too much information reduction due to their limit in dimensionality which is often as low as two or three. Thus better or complementary analysis tools are in great demand.
It is also known that the folding process of many proteins takes the amino acid coil through different states before stabilizing on the final folded state. Therefore, a first step towards understanding the folding process is to identify these states. In this paper, we propose the use of a combinatorial pattern discovery technique to protein folding trajectory data from simulation experiments. A novel aspect of the algorithm is that it incorporates arbitrary and possibly different distribution functions of the data in each dimension and guarantees complete and accurate solution to the patterned clustering problem. The procedure involves computations of clusters of the data: each cluster has a signature pattern describing all the elements of the cluster. The simplicity of the pattern leads to easy interpretation of and thus better understanding of the underlying processes. By appropriate redundancy checks the number of clusters is made manageably small. The results of this method are threefold. Firstly the method is validated by comparing its results with previously published results with a free energy landscape analysis. Secondly, the method succeeds in extracting meaningful new patterns and structures (from a folded state) that had been overlooked before. These new structures provide a better understanding of the folding mechanism of a β-hairpin, which is used as a case study in this paper. These new patterns also interconnect various states in existing free energy contour maps versus different reaction coordinates. This success encourages us to postulate that the automatic discovery will lead to much greater understanding of the folding process. Thirdly, the method validates the choice of reaction coordinates since the pattern discovery analysis based on these reaction coordinates compares well with the previous free energy based approaches.
The Problem Description
Well known simulation methods exist to carry out the folding of a protein. However it is often not sufficient to obtain a succinct understanding of the folding process. The task here is to understand the folding mechanism by recognizing intermediate states that the folding process goes through. For example, the folding of a small protein, a β-hairpin, could be understood at a global level in terms of a few states. Although we would aim to understand the folding of every protein in this simplistic form, the current state-of-the-art is far from this goal.
At each step of the simulation process, a configuration of the solvated protein can be computed. However, the simulation may be carried for nanoseconds to microseconds in units of femtoseconds (10 −15 ) and so the number of such intermediate configurations could
easily be millions in number. Hence the task is to identify and capture representative intermediate configurations. Since working in the structure space of the protein is extremely complex, researchers often identify a few key characteristic features of the protein, or often so-called reaction coordinates, and study the trends and variations in these reaction coordinates [5, 6] . In this paper we utilize a four step process towards understanding the folding of a protein. The first step involves the in-silico simulation that gives rise to a large collection of data points, each point being an array of the characteristic features of the folding protein at that time point. For example, the radius of gyration or the number of hydrogen bonds could be such features. In Section 4 we study the β-hairpin folding as a show case and describe seven such characteristic features that we have used previously in the study of this particular protein.
In the second step, we study these data points to extract the characteristic set of features which we call patterned clusters. Again, in the case of the β-hairpin, the data points are seven dimensional, corresponding to the characteristic features of the protein at each time interval. See Figure 1 for a small portion of the data as an example. In the third step, these patterns are filtered to retain the most significant ones. It is very difficult to model the significant patterns in this domain, so we have combined the second and third steps and use appropriate parameters to filter out possibly insignificant patterns. For instance, if a pattern occurs less than k times, then the pattern is possibly not salient. Also we exercise control by the use of meaningful δ() functions (see the next section for details).
The fourth step is of analyzing the patterns: this involves extracting the structure of the configuration using the time coordinates and studying the correlation of the different structures. For instance, one could observe that the hydrophobic core is formed before the beta-strand hydrogen bonds, or vice versa; and one can interconnect various free energy states in different free energy contour maps by monitoring the high dimensional (multicolumn) patterns. These findings can provide a better understanding of the protein folding mechanism. Further, the time correlation between various patterns or states could be studied. For example, it is extremely useful to know which pattern or state precedes the other and by how much time.
On Patterned Clusters
Due to space constraints, the theoretical and algorithmic details such as proof of correctness and complexity analysis will appear in the full version of the paper.
Here we present an output sensitive algorithm that computes all the maximal patterned (cross) δ-clusters. The algorithm has two main steps:
Step 1: Maximal δ j -cluster computation. For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, compute the maximal δ j -cluster, V j l . For simplicity let the number of these be L and the clusters be V cl , 1 ≤ l ≤ L. The pseudocode, ComputeCluster(), describes the maximal δ-cluster computations, for each j. To avoid clutter, the end-of-input check is not included in the code.
Step 2: Maximal patterned (cross) δ-cluster computation. The algorithm in this step is based on the Set Intersection Problem (SIP) described in [7] in the context of computing redundant motifs from irredundant ones. Let the elements be numbered
Compute-Cluster() [ Step 1]
Complexity of the Algorithm. The time taken by the complete algorithm is O(nm log n+ N log n) where N is the size of the output and nm is the size of the input.
Case Study: Folding of β-hairpin
A small but important protein system has been selected as an example to demonstrate our approach to understanding the folding process. This small protein is a 16-residue β-hairpin (GEWTYDDATKTFTVTE) from the C-terminus of protein G (2gb1.pdb). Its folding mechanism and folding free energy states have been studied extensively in previous works [5, 6] . The current study will use our new approach to analyzing the existing trajectories from the previous molecular dynamics simulations in explicit solvent. This β-hairpin has received much attention recently from both experimental and theoretical fronts [3, 2, 8, 9, 10, 4, 11, 12, 13] . However, there are still a number of important aspects that remain controversial, such as the relative importance and time sequential order between the betastrand hydrogen bonds formation and the hydrophobic core formation; and whether or not the existence of alpha-helical intermediates during the folding. (7)RM SD: the backbone root mean square deviation (RMSD) from the native structure. 
Simulation Parameters (Step 1)
In this study, an all-atom model is used for the description of the protein solvated in water. The Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations -All-Atom (OPLS-AA) force field [14] with an explicit solvent model, Simple Point Charge (SPC) model is used. A total of 64 replicas of the solvated system consisting of 4342 atoms is simulated with temperatures spanning from 270 K to 695 K. For each replica, a 3 nanosecond molecular dynamic simulation is run with replica exchanges attempted every 400 femtoseconds. The reader is directed to [5, 6] for details of this simulation. For each conformation, seven different reaction coordinates are used: see Figure 1 for details. There are a total of about 20,000 conformations saved for each replica. Figure 1 lists a small portion of the data for the replica at 310 Kelvin (37 Celsius), which is the biological temperature. These simulations have revealed a hydrophobic-core driven folding mechanism from free energy contour map analysis [5] . Since this is a well studied system and a large amount of data is available, comparisons with other analysis tools, such as the free energy contour map analysis, might be easier and more straightforward. Various reaction coordinates obtained from previous runs serve as the starting point.
Discovery Parameters (Steps 2 & 3)
The δ function of the cluster detection problem is defined as a constant. Thus δ(x) = c, for some constant c ∈ R for each x. The δ functions for each column of Figure 1 is given as follows: δ 1 (x) = 0.2, δ 2 (x) = 0.6, δ 3 (x) = 0.35, δ 4 (x) = 0.15, δ 5 (x) = 5.0, δ 6 (x) = 16.5, δ 7 (x) = 1.0 for all x. Further, the quorum k is defined to be 2000. Figure 2 lists some representative patterns of size two with these parameters. The time sequences are not shown due to the space constraints. These simple patterns can be directly compared with the previous free energy states in the 3-D free energy contour maps. These are 3-D plots of free energy versus a pair of reaction coordinates or data columns of Figure 1 . One might often want to study detailed patterns or structures in some predefined subregions such as the structures in the unfolded ensemble. More and more evidences have shown that the protein structures in unfolded states are not fully extended, but often have well-defined structures instead [15] . This can also avoid the problem that important patterns in these less populated areas are being overlooked due to a smaller population than the predefined quorum k. Thus, some less populated free energy states in free energy landscapes can be recovered by reducing the quorum. Hence another set of parameters have been used and here we confine our search to data points with N Figure 5 . Thus this approach might be useful for hierarchical pattern searches which gradually zoom into the predefined subsets of data.
Analysis of Results (Step 4)
To obtain a representative structure(s) from a set of configurations c i , the set is partitioned into a minimum number of groups G j such that for each G j there exists a representative c j i ∈ G j and for each c k ∈ G j , the structure corresponding to c k is at most 1Å RMSD from c j i . Thus each G j will be represented by a structure corresponding to c j i [5, 16] . Recovering known free energy states. Obviously, the first question of importance is: Can we recover the previously found free energy states in the new approach? The "time sequence" of each pattern is then used to extract the corresponding conformations of the protein. Figure 3(a) shows a representative or most populated structure for the first pattern in Figure 2 . This structure mimics the representative structure from the folded state (F state) in the free energy contour map versus N β HB and R core g very well. Thus this pattern resembles the F state of the free energy contour map. Similarly, the second pattern of Figure 2 resembles the partially folded state, P state, in the same free energy landscape. The structures for the two patterns are shown in Fig. 3 . Thus our approach recovers the most populated states in the free energy landscape analysis.
The third and fourth patterns in Figure 2 also resemble the F state and P state, respectively, in the same free energy contour map versus N for reaction coordinates are too wide, or some of the reaction coordinates are highly correlated. For example the fifth pattern of Figure 2 is R core g = 4.979+0.6, R g = 8.144+0.35. Clearly, these two reaction coordinates are highly correlated, since R core g measures the radius of gyration of 4 key residues out of the total 16 which is measured by R g . However for many other cases it may not be so obvious. Interconnecting various free energy contour maps. More complicated patterns with many reaction coordinates are also found in the current approach which had been previously undetected. While in the traditional free energy contour map analysis, typically one or two reaction coordinates are used at each time, since a 2-D or 3-D free energy contour map is usually plotted. It is extremely difficult to visualize high dimensional free energy landscapes in order to identify the free energy basins or barriers. Figure 4 lists some of these complicated patterns with up to 6 reaction coordinates. Of course, as pointed out earlier, some reaction coordinates might be correlated, so the data in each reaction coordinate may not be totally independent. Nevertheless, it still reveals some interesting new findings. First of all, these patterns can interconnect various free energy states in different free en- ergy contour maps. This might not be so obvious in free energy contour maps themselves. For example the sixth pattern in Figure 4 interconnects the following two free energy contour maps: P C-1 and P C-2 and ρ and R g in Figures 3 (a) and 3(b) respectively in [5] . The states corresponding to the free energy well (of value ≈ -9KT) near P C-1 = −5.9, P C-2= −33.6 in the first contour map and ρ = 0.82, R g = 8.1 in the second contour map are indeed the same free energy state consisting of the same structures. In this particular case, they all represent the folded state (F state). Better understanding folding mechanism. More importantly, the new approach reveals important structures overlooked previously, which might help understand the folding mechanism better. Eaton and coworkers [3] proposed a "hydrogen bond zipping" mechanism for this β-hairpin in which folding initiates at the turn and propagates toward the tails by making beta-strand hydrogen bonds one by one, so that the hydrophobic core, from which most of the stabilization derives, form relatively late during the folding. In our previous study, we proposed a different folding mechanism that this β-hairpin undergoes a hydrophobic core collapse first, then makes native β-strand hydrogen bonds to make over the free energy loss due to the loss of H-bonds between the backbone atoms and water. Figure 6 (a) shows a representative structure for the eighth pattern in Figure 4 . The structure shows that all the five native β-strand H-bonds have been formed, but the hydrophobic core is not completely aligned yet. The loop region also bends towards the hydrophobic core to somewhat offset the non-perfect hydrophobic core. These structures with H-bonds formed but hydrophobic core not perfectly aligned (RMSDs up to 4Å) implies that the hairpin can also have a path to form β-strand hydrogen bonds before the core is finalized. The current findings indicate that the final hydrophobic core and β-strand hydrogen bonds might be formed almost simultaneously. This can also be seen from the low free energy barrier in free energy landscapes as discussed before [5] . Interestingly, Thirumalai et al. also found that the lag time between collapse and hydrogen bond formation is very short and the two processes occur nearly simultaneously [17] .
Finally, the patterns of subsets of data in less populated states, such as the unfolded state, are studied in detail by zooming into these regions with a smaller quorum k and a different set of δ(). As mentioned earlier, more and more evidences have shown that the protein structures in unfolded states are not fully extended, but often have well-defined structures instead [15] . The first pattern in Figure 5 , where the hydrophobic core is largely formed but no native beta-strand H-bonds have been made yet. Figure 6 (b) shows a representative structure of this pattern, which mimics the structures from previous H-state very well. Figure 6 (c) shows a representative structure for the sixth pattern in Figure 5 . This is the most populated structure of this β-hairpin in unfolded state. Even though not much structural features are found in this structure, it is certainly not fully extended either. Since this is a very small protein with only one secondary structure in the native state, not much has been identified in the unfolded state; for larger and more complicated protein systems, such as lysozyme, more structural features might be expected in the unfolded state [15] .
Conclusion & Ongoing Work
In this paper we have presented a method to enhance our understanding of protein folding mechanisms. At the heart of this method is a combinatorial pattern discovery algorithm that analyzes multi-dimensional data from the simulation of the protein folding trajectory. The approach is based on cluster computation, each cluster being defined by a pattern of the reaction coordinates. A small but important protein system, a β-hairpin from C-terminus of protein G, is then used to demonstrate this approach. It is shown that the method not only reproduces the previously found free energy states (most populated states) in free energy contour maps, but also reveals new information overlooked previously in free energy landscape analysis about the intermediate structures and folding mechanism. It is also shown to be useful in making interconnections between various 3-D free energy contour maps versus different reaction coordinates and also explain the mechanisms of the folding process. The method also validates the choice of reaction coordinates as the analysis without using free energy values compares well the ones that use them. The success with β-hairpin is very encouraging and we are currently exploring the application of this method to other larger protein molecules.
